False Flag Events – from 9/11 to 2012
Glamorgan University, The Atrium
Adam St, Cardiff, CF24 2FN on Sunday 19th June 1:30pm

PRESS RELEASE:
1,500 Architects & Engineers disprove official Account of WTC Destruction on 9/11

This historic event brings two controversial world class speakers to Glamorgan University for a penetrating myth shattering re-examination of a world changing US event that we thought we understood – and a penetrating look into developing events that we hope will never happen.

The first speaker, Richard Gage, AIA, architect of 23 years, uses only scientific and forensic principles to demonstrate that the World Trade Centre Twin Towers could not have collapse on Sep 11th 2001, due to plane impacts and fires alone. He also exposes the mystery of the third skyscraper to collapse on 9/11.

He will explain how the official FEMA and NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technologies) reports provide incomplete and contradictory accounts of the towers’ destruction. Attention will be given to World Trade Centre 7, a 47-story building which was not hit by an aircraft, yet also collapsed that day at near free-fall speed. (1)  Never before or since have fires destroyed a skyscraper.

Neither have office fires ever turned solid steel girders into “Swiss cheese” – shocking
Materials Worcester Science Professors R.R.Biederman and R.D.Sisson jr, who expected to see some distortion and bending of the steel members but not melting and holes. (2)

The New York Times called these findings "the deepest mystery uncovered in the investigation .... The steel apparently melted away, but no fire in any of the buildings was believed to be hot enough to melt steel outright." (3)

Mr. Gage, from San Francisco, is a member of the American Institute of Architects. In 2006 he founded Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth (AE911Truth) which now has over 1,500 engineers and architects calling for a new investigation into the explosive controlled demolition of all three skyscrapers. They, along with military officers, pilots, fire-fighters, 9/11 survivors and families, support an independent reinvestigation into the events of 9/11.

As the 10th anniversary of 9/11 approaches, this is an opportunity to report on valid criticisms of the official story, that is slated even by the 9/11 commissioners themselves. (4) The legacy of Sept 11th resulted in controversial wars with Afghanistan and Iraq, the cost of both wars, contributing to the present recession.

The second speaker will be Ian R Crane, an ex-oilfield executive. Ian now lectures and writes on the geo-political webs that are being spun – with particular focus on US Hegemony and the NWO agenda for control of global resources. Since 2007 Ian has focused his efforts on raising public awareness of the pernicious attack on the global population in the name of corporate globalisation and harmonisation; with particular focus on the excesses of Codex Alimentarius. Ian is a self-funded independent researcher.

The penetrating analysis presented in this talk and his startling DVD's are based upon his personal knowledge and research. Prior to his retirement from the corporate arena, Ian enjoyed a career of 25 years in telecommunications and international oilfield services, a career that provided the opportunity to live & work in the U.K., Continental Europe, the Middle East & Houston, Texas

Richard Gage, and Ian R Crane will be speaking at:
Glamorgan University, The Atrium
Adam St, Cardiff, CF24 2FN on Sunday 19th June 1:30pm
Tickets at door: £10
Order Tickets online
Press:
Mr. Crane and Mr. Gage will be available for press interviews.

Press enquiries phone: Doug Hilton 07547580452. Kevin Moore 07968196533

Websites:
www.ae911truth.org, Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth
officershttp://firefightersfor911truth.org, - fire-fighters
http://io911truth.com, - Intelligence Officers for 9/11 Truth
www.911independentcommission.org, - 911 families
www.reinvestigate911.org, - UK based
lwww.ianrcrane.co.uk
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